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“BTW, I still occasionally eat at McDonald’s and the cow that many worship tastes good. I know your Waheguru, gianis, and khalsas despise those who eat beef. Two simple questions for Dr. Balwinder’s own gian or pet giani: So your Waheguru also despises all Muslims, Christians, Buddhists, and McDonald owners? Thus your Waheguru must despise Shri Mataji since She—as a Christian-Hindu-Jew-Muslim avatar promised in the scriptures of all four faiths—ate beef too. Yes, it is time Balwinder to hear your defense of dishonest disbelief against the Aykaa Mayee of the Granth Sahib you profess to believe.”

August 3, 2020
“The Vegetarian Myth

The Great Sacred Mother and Spirit Beings of the Holy One do not accept all offerings. Those prohibited food were found out by trial and error, given the family’s lack of religious knowledge.

Food with meat content must never be offered. The first and only incident, as mentioned earlier, were the first offering of fishfingers. Shri Mataji politely informed that such products should not be offered, although allowed under certain circumstances.

Offering of tea or anything with caffeine content is wrong. In the beginning tea was normally offered before being consumed. This continued for some time until Kash was asked to check, during a routine meditation, if everything was all right. The Great Primordial Mother then told him that his father should refrain from offering tea to Her.

Pickles should not be given either. For weeks pickles used to be sent along with the food offerings. After some time Kash observed that they remained untouched, although everything else completely consumed. Common sense stopped further pickle offerings, though Shri Mataji made no mention of it.

Ice cream also is not consumed by them. Once four liters of ice cream were bought as dessert for the Deities and expectations were high for a favorable response. Kash’s father thought that probably for the first time most of them would be eating ice cream, just like pizza. However, when Kash returned from the Land of Eternal Light he informed that only the ice cream was left untouched. Even he had expected them to consume the ice cream but for some unknown reason this was not the case.

When Kash confirmed the strictly vegetarian diet of the Universal Beings his father made a major decision that the family be vegetarians. Everyone naturally rejected this proposal by remaining silent, but the father went straight ahead and imposed a meat ban. As far as he was concerned if the Spirit Beings of the Holy One do not consume meat, the family must follow likewise.

However, the Great Primordial Goddess Shri Lalita Devi told Kash during meditation that there should be no vegetarianism as it was against normal human development. This Revelation was startling, given the tenacity with which many Hindu and Sikh vegetarians believe in its soul-saving-moksa-bestowing qualities. It was an unprecedented statement that went against the deepest convictions of contemporary gurus and...
strictly prohibited in practically all ashrams.

Since the Great Adi Shakti advised Kash not to be a vegetarian his father decided to observe vegetarianism only during Pujas. He justified this by rationalizing that since these were very auspicious days the family should not 'sin' on these days, a practice observed by all Hindus. Shri Jagatmata (The Universal Mother) did not say anything and he began feeling like a purified, virtuous being again. He would still be a life-preserving-karma-enhancing vegetarian during Her Pujas.

The next Puja came soon. As the whole family was getting ready to attend it in Val-David, Quebec, Kash's father reminded all family members to be vegetarians on this auspicious occasion, and gave them a small lecture to elicit strict adherence. The Great Adi Shakti was witnessing a foolish human rationalizing Revealed Truth and circumventing it with logical wisdom, adding another shariat to the countless religious injunctions that bind humans in self-imprisonment.

Before leaving the whole family meditated. Kash reached his Sahasrara and bowed to Great Mater Sanctissima (Most Holy Mother). Again the Great Supreme Goddess informed Kash that no one in the family should be vegetarian. Shri Mahayogesvaresvari Shri Nirmala Devi added that already She had decreed that his family should not be vegetarians. (So, why was there another attempt to be otherwise?)

Kash then informed his father of Her remarks. He naturally felt embarrassed by being proved wrong on an issue that was so 'virtuous.' If Shri Adi Maa had to correct this confusion about vegetarianism twice and expressly disallow such practices even on Her Pujas, then it must be important. Vegetarianism is forbidden for human beings — This Revealed Truth is Absolute.

But as far as vegetarianism was concerned, common sense was definitely not common. The father continued making every Tuesday and Wednesday as vegetarian days for those at home. Despite Shri Jagdamba's two clear-cut instructions this vegetarian desire persisted and he kept following the widespread practice of vegetarianism on Tuesday among Hindus and Sikhs alike. The Great Adi Shakti just kept quiet and did not interfere with this deep-seated desire and avidya.

More than two years later, in early 1996, it became increasingly apparent that being a vegetarian on these two days was in fact a sort of ritual without logic: he had become a carnivorous being with a vegetarian streak, a lion with rabbit genes, or in simpler language, just a plain hypocrite. The fact that not even Shri Krishna, Rama or Buddha forbade meat consumption began to disturb the tranquil mind. Moreover, the teachings of Shri Jesus and Prophet Muhammad never even had a single word on vegetarianism. Truth had to be universal and in all scriptures. So what was he trying to prove by being a vegetarian? There was no answer.

On May 14, 1996, the vegetarianism-on-Tuesdays-and-Wednesdays ritual was completely given up. It was a relief to be free from a religious conditioning having no Divine sanction. The silence of the Great Universal Mother made sense after more than two years! It is anyone's guess how long it will take Jains, Sikhs, Hindus, Hare Krsna disciples, satgurus, paramahamsas, swamis, acaryas, swamis, and Yoga practitioners to give up this absolutely false and human-conjectured conditioning."

Shri Adi Shakti: The Kingdom of God, 1999, p. 799-800
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